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Thank you to all...

⚫ To the organizers of today for their interest, commitment to 
colleagues and advocacy for all.     

⚫ To all of you for your willingness to promote education on this 
topic…discussion  promotes wellness in ourselves and ultimately, 
those we serve.

⚫ Especially to Michael Jackman and Siobhan McKay RN for their 
hard work & tireless efforts to make today happen for all of us.
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Today's Discussion

⚫ What is the greatest self-care issue we face?

⚫ What is the personal burden experienced when   

living/caring in high stress? 

⚫ How can you create a personal plan to sustain long      

term health and wellness ?



Philosophical Roots

⚫ Empathy and caring for humanity and 
our families

⚫ Compassion for others

⚫ Reverence for the human spirit

⚫ Ethical behavior…doing the right thing

⚫ Respect for others

⚫ Has any of this changed in you?



An everyday new norm...
⚫ We have had to adjust to all 

that we know being changed*

⚫ Teaching or monitoring kids 

learning atmosphere

⚫ Maintaining relationships*

⚫ Learning to do it all means 

something entirely new to us!

⚫ Protecting ourselves and loved 

ones

⚫ Finding time for ourselves!



What's happening at home?

⚫ You may worry about Surviving 
in a Pandemic

⚫ Children are stressed and trying 
to understand the future*

⚫ You may demonstrate physical 
and intrusive*symptoms

⚫ You may wish to be left alone

⚫ You may not know how to talk 
to anyone about what you do 
every day, what happened to you 
or what it feels like...



Parental Stress

Parenting stress is the distress you experience 

when you feel you just can't cope as a parent.

The demands being placed on you are too high. 

You don't have the resources to meet them

(Deater-Deckard 1998; Holly et al 2019).



How can we do it all?

⚫ Stress arises from within  

⚫ Difficulty resolving 
feelings with actuality

⚫ Struggling with conflict

⚫ May be focused on system

⚫ Painful emotions and fear

Psychology Today, 2020



Somedays it all seems to be just too 
much...

⚫ Co-workers are overbearing and needy…
⚫ Working from home is just feeling like I work on a 

computer all day!
⚫ My family seems lost in my constant exhaustion…
⚫ The current system is so difficult to navigate…
⚫ I have no time to relax… or do I?
⚫ Rudeness everywhere seems to be the order of the day…
⚫ I have never felt so helpless…on top of that I worry 

everyday, that me or my family may get sick

Does it get better?



The Burnout Effect

“a state of physical, mental 

and emotional exhaustion 

caused by long term 

involvement in 

demanding 

circumstances.”



The Crescendo Effect



The COVID Brain...

⚫ The Covid brain is in a constant state of  high stress. 

⚫ More short-tempered than usual. 

⚫ Exchanging curt remarks with each other.

⚫ Apologies were frequent, sincere, and free flowing to 
others, though less so to ourselves.

⚫ Relentless sorrow with short-lived moments of joy 
replaced by disappointment, frustration, or both.

Iniya Rajendran, M.D., & Stephanie Van Decker, M.

BMC, Boston, MA   2020



Prolonged stress*
⚫ Everything begins to be viewed as a problem

⚫ Self-neglect and possible anhedonia

⚫ Mistakes, irritability and emotional fatigue 

⚫ Resiliency ability wanes

⚫ Sense of loss of purpose with feelings of 
overwhelm emerging

⚫ Anger at God of our understanding

⚫ Dehumanizing those we care for

⚫ Psychic numbing and shelving               
Figley, et al



“Courage is an accumulation 
of small steps”.

George Konrad



Contagion Theory

⚫ Anxiety can/may be contagious

⚫ Can be cued by others anxiety about events

⚫ May be fearful for extended periods of time or about 
threats that are real or imagined

⚫ Fearful of the future and feeling of no control may 
lend itself to Anticipatory Anxiety

I am anxious about feeling anxious



Sympathetic vs. Parasympathetic
Stressed                 Relaxed

⚫ “fight or flight”

⚫ Our bodies signal danger 

⚫ We become hyper-aware.

⚫ Our eyes widen.

⚫ We breathe faster.

⚫ We may talk louder.

⚫ We may resort to 
“controlling” the issue.

“rest and digest”

Constricts the pupils

Slows heartbeat

Constricts airways

Stimulates saliva

Stimulates digestion



Wellness entails the key conditions of…

⚫ Hope

⚫ Empowerment

⚫ Healing

⚫ Connection

Psychiatric Services, April, 2001



Mindful practice...

Helps lessen “Monkey mind” - the brain's jumpy 
'fight or flight' center (Amygdala)

* Leads to efficient learning

* Cool head in the workplace

* Boosts creativity

* Improves concentration

O'Morain 2014





Make your own routine...
an everyday routine

⚫ In the AM...recognize your first thought of the 
day.     What do you think of first?*

⚫ Before you go to bed for a night's sleep...

what are your thoughts and actions?*

⚫ If they are fear based...you can retrain your 
brain to view your own thoughts differently.



Quick ways to practice...
⚫ In the AM...use a + statement. 

“I am good at what I do...and I will do my best today”. (breathe)

⚫ During the day...a reinforcing + statement.

“Today is difficult, but I helped one family to see and talk with 
each other.  I enjoyed that.  I can finish the day”. (breathe)

⚫ At night...anytime in the evening and before sleep.

“I did my best today.  I did everything I could.  I am not perfect, 
but I am a good caregiver...I will rest now. (deep breathe)



In the Workplace...

⚫ Periodically do a check-in with…

⚫ Create Huddle-time

⚫ Encourage verbal expression of feelings

⚫ Use a respite session (even 5 minutes)

⚫ Ask for de-briefing times after difficult events

⚫ Make sure you stay hydrated*

⚫ Exercise in some format* as best as possible



Basic easy things that are free!

⚫ Find a quiet space...somewhere...for a small 
amount of time...deep breathe for 5 minutes

⚫ Eat in silence when you need/want to*

⚫ Dance /write a letter/ forgive someone

⚫ Laugh and giggle when you can

⚫ Pet a furry* creature

⚫ Use a scent to help relax*

⚫ Put your feet/legs up and be still

⚫ Music...if it is not distracting

⚫ Look at the sky...Clouds/Stars/Rain



More strategies
⚫ Ask for help before the overwhelm begins

⚫ Be Mindful of the Contagion Theory*

⚫ Be aware of your reactions to grief, trauma and death

⚫ Make sure you utilize various ways to relieve tension by 
deep breathing, meditating, walking 

⚫ Use your supportive colleagues, family & friends

⚫ Acknowledge colleagues with positive reinforcers also...offer 
praise and support with grace & kindness

⚫ Don't forget-take breaks in the day...even 5 minutes

⚫ Encourage verbal expression of feelings to debrief*



Learn these things wisely...

⚫ Do a check-in with yourself!

⚫ Make sure you keep to small ways to relieve  tension by 
deep breathing, meditating, walking during the day 

⚫ Use your supportive colleagues, family & friends

⚫ Stop and examine what you have done well that day

⚫ Offer support to a colleague who is struggling



Exercise...
⚫ Exercise is key to wellness

⚫ 400 participants in a study to examine 
Compassion, Mindfulness and Happiness*

⚫ Examined above with physical activity

⚫ Exercise doesn't have to be in a Gym

⚫ Small bursts of energetic exercise throughout 
the day is beneficial (CV ^, yoga apps, muscle 
strength, walking, 5-20 minutes)

Mayo Clinic, Weiner et al,West. J Med.



Stop Program

S_Stop what you are doing and sit* bringing mindfulness and allow          

yourself a moment to pause. 

T_Take conscious breaths...fully conscious and very intentional                 

breaths...allow yourself this moment. 

O_Observe thoughts, emotions, sensations (TES).  Gently scan your           

experience.  Imagine thoughts as being like clouds. 

P_Proceed with presence, all the while holding your experience                   

with kindness, friendliness, compassionate, & resilience. 

Rhonda V. Magee, Professor of Law University of San Francisco



What to do?

*  Ventilate

*  Validate

*  Educate

Seek out trusted others who can be your   
‘Support Team’



Breathe In and Breathe Out...

National Behavioral Health Council,2014

⚫ Trauma impacts the way people approach or 
avoid helping relationships

⚫ Trauma often occurs in the context of providing 
the service itself

⚫ Trauma affects both staff and persons served in 
public and private service settings





Mindfulness helps...

⚫ Think of “contract and dialate”.

⚫ The mind to slow down

⚫ The person can recognize their own reactions

⚫ To engender gratitude for the present

⚫ To be able to continue throughout the day



“The Soul usually knows what to do to heal itself.  The 
Challenge Is To Silence The Mind.”

-author unknown



Just take some time...

⚫ Think about a recent defining moment you've had. 

⚫ How might you create a defining moment for a colleague       
sometime in the near future?

⚫ How can you change the workplace and yor own                     
experience by recognizing what a defining moment is and     
how to assist your colleagues in doing so?

Elevation, Insight, Pride & Connection 



Plan for difficult situations

⚫ Prepare for difficult times 

⚫ Be aware of known behavior 

⚫ Be aware of active substance use/abuse

⚫ Do not have a plan without an addendum

⚫ Utilize prevention models 

⚫ Who is on your team?

⚫ Support each other with groups, friends, etc.

⚫ Therapy when necessary

Incident Command Structure



Support one another !

⚫ Develop ways to support each other (walk-bys, etc) 

⚫ Recognize that the grief of pts. & families will affect you  

⚫ Know what is in your agency for support resources

⚫ H.R. policies

⚫ Identify community and your health plan's resources 

⚫ Develop Unit Based Teams (Zoom) for peer support

⚫ Recognize we will learn everyday in this era.

⚫ This is your life's work...you are there to make a 
difference in another person's life.



Cultivate Satisfaction...

⚫ Learn to cultivate Compassion Satisfaction

⚫ Self- efficacy-being able to make a difference

⚫ The pleasure you derive from being able to do 
your work well.

⚫ Learn to stop ANTs (should, never, always,etc.)

⚫ Feeling positive about one’s work





Never Underestimate...

⚫The Power of presence

⚫The Power of voice

⚫Your own being and strength

⚫The impact you have

American Holistic Nurses Association



“Learn your theories well, but put them aside 
when you touch the miracle of the living soul”

Carl Jung 1875-1961





Resources
Mind Body Medical Institute  - Chestnut Hill, MA

Barbara Fredrickson, PhD, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Headspace.com   and   Mindfulness.org

Stephen Sideroff  Ph.D – The Path of Resilience

Charles Figley Ph.D – Figley Institute

University of Colorado-Health Care Provider Primer-complied by 
Helen Coons Ph. D and colleagues

Kelly Gilrain, PhD - Cooper University Healthcare

Christa A. Schorr, DNP, MSN, RN, NEA-BC, FCCM Cooper University 

Rhonda V. Magee, Professor of Law, University of San Francisco

Dr. Daniel Amen

Arizona State University --http://links.asu.edu/mindfulness

National Center for PTSD


